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I. Statement showing jurisdiction of the appellate court. 
This Court has jurisdiction over this appeal as an appeal from a final order or 
judgment entered by the trial court. 
II. Statement of the issues. For each issue state the standard of review and 
supporting authority. 
Whether this case was improperly dismissed with prejudice because the case should have 
been dismissed without prejudice. 
III. Determinative constitutional provisions, statutes, ordinances, and rules set 
forth verbatim or by citation alone if they are set forth verbatim in the 
addendum. 
Rule 41(b), Ut. Civ.Proc, and Rule 37, Ut. Civ. Proc, provide the sanction for 
failure to move the case forward with discovery and failure to comply with the trial 
court's order. 
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IV. Statement of the case. 
a. Nature of the Case. 
This cause of action is a personal injury action for money damages. The 
negligence of Defendant Taylor was the sole cause of injuries to Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs 
incurred medical expenses in excess of $20,000. The parties have been unable to agree 
on a fair settlement amount and so the litigation ensued. 
B. Course of Proceedings. 
The parties entered into mediation to try to settle the personal injury action. When 
the effort was unsuccessful Plaintiffs filed their lawsuit. The parties had exchanged 
medical records, interrogatories and requests for production of documents. After the 
litigation had been pending for about one year the Plaintiffs were deported to Peru in May 
2000. 
Defendant Taylor, in July 2001, scheduled Plaintiffs to appear for depositions and 
independent medical exams. Plaintiffs were not allowed by US Immigration to return to 
the United States for the purpose of completing this discovery. 
5 
C. Disposition at Trial Court. 
The trial court at a scheduling conference in July 2001, ordered Plaintiffs to submit 
to an independent medical examination and to depositions. Counsel for Plaintiffs tried to 
obtain permission from US Immigration for them to re-enter the United States of America 
so they could comply with those orders. US Immigration refused to allow them to return 
from Peru. 
Defendant Taylor then submitted a motion for summary judgment and alleged that 
he was entitled to judgment as a matter of law because Plaintiffs failed to appear for their 
depositions and independent medical exams. 
V. Relevant facts with citation to the record. 
Plaintiffs Ticona were deported by US Immigration in May 2000 and were taken to 
the country of Peru. Index and clerk's certificate for Ticona v. Taylor Herein refered to as 
Record Proper " RP" at 180. 
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This cause of action had been pending for about one year at the time they were 
deported. RPatl85. 
During the year prior to their deportation Plaintiffs had served and responded to 
requests for production of documents and interrogatories. Defendant Taylor had gathered 
medical records related to Plaintiff Ticona9s prior treatment. RP at 11, 15. 
Plaintiffs Ticona, in July 2001, were ordered by the trial court to appear at 
depositions and independent medical exams. RP at 53. 
Plaintiffs Ticona made every effort possible to get permission from US 
Immigration so they could return to this Country and complete the discovery orders. RP 
at 179-184, and attachments. 
US Immigration refused to allow Plaintiffs Ticona to return to the United States. 
Id 
Defendant Taylor moved for summary judgment because Plaintiffs Ticona had not 
appeared for their depositions or their independent medical exams. RP at 56. 
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The trial court, in October 2001, ruled that the cause of action should be dismissed 
with prejudice because Plaintiffs Ticona had failed to comply with his discovery orders. 
RP at 185-187. 
Counsel for Plaintiffs Ticona moved the court to reconsider the order and enter it 
as a dismissal without prejudice. RP at 179-184. 
The trial court denied the motion to reconsider and entered an order and judgment 
on October 31, 2001, dismissing this matter with prejudice because of Plaintiffs Ticonas 
failure to obey his discovery orders. RP at 185-187. 
VI. Summary of the Argument. 
This cause of action should not have been dismissed with prejudice. It is an abuse 
of discretion for the trial court to dismiss it as a sanction for Plaintiffs' failure to obey 
discovery orders. Plaintiffs have been unable to comply with the order to appear at a 
deposition and an independent medical exam because of barriers placed by US 
Immigration. US Immigration deported Plaintiffs Ticona and has refused to allow them to 
return to the United States to be able to complete the discovery requested. These reasons 
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for Plaintiff Ticonas' inability to comply with the discovery orders are sufficient excuse 
that the matter should have only been dismissed without prejudice. 
Argument 
The trial court abused its discretion in dismissing this action with prejudice when 
Plaintiffs were unable to comply with the ordered discovery. 
The Appellate Court reviews the trial court's decision to dismiss a claim with 
prejudice for an abuse of discretion. See Hales v. Oldroyd, 2000 UT App 75, 999 P.2d 
588, 591, (Ct.App.3/16/2000); Brecht v. Bennett. 2002 UT App 64,40 P.3d 640, 643 
(Ct.App.12/13/2001); Murray First Thrift & Loan v. Benson. 563 P.2d 185, 186 (Utah 
1977) (affirming trial court's decision to dismiss claims in a third-party complaint with 
prejudice, although third-party plaintiff sought dismissal of claims without prejudice). 
This Court will find an abuse of discretion in a trial court's choice of sanctions only when 
"there is either an erroneous conclusion of law or . . . no evidentiary basis for the trial 
court's ruling.1" IdL (alteration in original; citation omitted). Hales. 999 P.2d at 592. 
Before imposing discovery sanctions under Rule 37, "the court must find on the 
part of the noncomplying party willfulness, bad faith, or fault, or persistent dilatory tactics 
frustrating the judicial process." Hales, 999 P.2d at 591. Once the court makes this 
threshold finding, "[t]he choice of an appropriate discovery sanction is primarily the 
responsibility of the trial judge.1" Id. (quoting First Fed. Sav. & Loan Ass'n v. Schamanek, 
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684 P.2d 1257, 1266 (Utah 1984)). It is an abuse of discretion for the trial court to 
dismiss with prejudice when there is a reasonable excuse for a party's failure to comply 
with a court's order to move the case along. See Utah Oil Co. v. Harris, 565 P.2d 1135 
(Utah 1977) (trial court abused discretion in dismissing action under Rule 41(b) where 
lack of prosecutorial diligence was "reasonably excusable" in light of circumstances 
including settlement efforts, defendants' unrealized opportunities to initiate progress, lack 
of prejudice to defendants, and serious injustice as consequence of dismissal). 
It is such a drastic remedy to dismiss a case with prejudice that it may be an abuse 
of discretion for the trial court to refuse to dismiss it without prejudice. Bonneville 
Tower v. Thompson Michie Assn., 728 P.2d 1017 (Utah 1986). A dismissal should be 
without prejudice when the merits of the case have not yet been decided because the 
dismissal with prejudice is a drastic remedy. Costello v. United States, 365 U.S. 265, 
285-87, 81 S.Ct. 534, 544-46, 5 L.Ed.2d 551 (1961). 
This Court has previously determined that it is permissible to dismiss the appeals 
of contumacious appellants. P i s t o n v. Df Aston, 790 P.2d 590 (Utah Ct. App. 1990). 
This rule was applied in Cummings v. Cummings, 1999 UT App 356, 993 P.2d 248 
(Ut.Ct.App.. 12/9/99). But before a case is dismissed, it must be examined on its own 
specific facts to determine what is reasonable. In Cummings, the court stated that 
generally a case should be dismissed without prejudice because "there is a general policy 
of providing one last chance to achieve compliance with outstanding contempt orders 
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before dismissing an appeal with finality." 993 P.2.d. at 251. 
In this case, the trial court dismissed Plaintiffs complaint with prejudice for failure 
to comply with the Court's order on October 30, 2001. The trial court, in its ruling and 
order filed October 31, 2001, explained that an Order was signed on July 20, 2001, 
scheduling IMEs and depositions of Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs were deported in the spring of 
2000, and have been unable to return to the U.S. to complete this discovery. The trial 
court felt that the stress and worry of the complaint for damages made it unfair to allow 
the matter to proceed. It dismissed the matter with prejudice. 
There is little stress experienced by a Plaintiff when he has insurance coverage. 
Utah law requires every driver to have insurance coverage. The coverage provides a 
defense for defendants and the legal counsel takes care of the details of the litigation. 
Defendant Taylor only had to assist in preparing discovery answers. It is not an undue 
burden on a defendant to dismiss this action without prejudice. 
In Hales. 999 P.2d at 595, a medical malpractice action was dismissed without 
prejudice because the trial court found the plaintiff willfully failed to comply with 
discovery requests and engaged in dilatory tactics. The court explained at footnote 4, that 
Rule 37 provides the procedures for motions to compel discovery when a party fails to 
properly respond to discovery requests and the court may impose sanctions when a party 
fails to comply with an order to compel. But the Hales court emphasized that the court 
must impose sanctions that are just. 
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In Bonneville Tower, the trial court affirmed dismissal of the complaint but 
remanded the case with the instruction to enter a dismissal without prejudice. The 
dismissal came because the plaintiff failed and refused to join as additional parties all of 
the alleged owners of common areas. This Court, on appeal, reversed the dismissal with 
prejudice and ordered the matter dismissed without prejudice. It reasoned, by referring to 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and citing the United States Supreme Court that 
Rule 41(b) is not intended to change the common law principles with respect to 
dismissals in which the merits cannot be reached for failure of the plaintiff to satisfy a 
precondition requisite to consideration of the merits. 789 P.2d at 1020. 
In Bonneville Tower, the lower court's reason for dismissal in this case was 
Plaintiff Ticona's failure to join indispensable parties defendant. No other basis for 
dismissal was given. A dismissal for failure to comply with Rule 19(a) was not an 
adjudication on the merits. Not having considered the merits of plaintiff s claims, there 
was no reason for the Bonneville Tower court to dismiss with prejudice and prevent 
future consideration of the claims should the defect be corrected. The trial court abused 
its discretion by entering its Rule 41(b) dismissal with prejudice. 789 P.2d at 1020. 
In Intermountain Phyisical Med, v. Micro-Dex, 739 P.2d 1131 (Utah App. 1987), 
the Third District Court denied plaintiffs Motions for Leave to File Amended Complaint 
and for a Continuance while it granted defendant's Motion to Dismiss With Prejudice. 
Plaintiff appealed claiming that it was error not to have allowed the amendment of the 
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complaint and to have dismissed with prejudice. The trial court was reversed and 
remanded on appeal. Id. at 1132 The appellate court stated the general principal that 
cases should be decided on their merits and that because the trial court failed to reach the 
merits of the action, it was an abuse of discretion to dismiss the case with prejudice. Id. 
at 1020. The defendant claimed that he would suffer "increased costs and complexity if 
the amendment was granted." But the appellate court concluded that "While courts are 
given great latitude and discretion in the application of the law, they still must have 
sufficient grounds to apply the "harsh and permanent remedy" of a dismissal with 
prejudice. No such grounds appear here. Micro-Dex, 739 P.2d at 1133. 
Plaintiffs Ticona have been unable to comply with the trial court's discovery order, 
through no fault of their own. They should not be penalized with an order of dismissal 
with prejudice when they could not comply with the order. It is an abuse of discretion for 
the trial court to dismiss this matter with prejudice. This dismissal for failure to comply 
with the court's order is like a dismissal upon a ruling of contempt of court. In Salzetti v. 
Backman. 638 P.2d 543 (Utah 1981), the defendants failed to deposit rental payments into 
escrow. Their case was dismissed because the court held them in contempt. The 
appellate court reversed and remanded the case. In a case for contempt of court, it is a 
criminal sanction and the penalty requires proof that is clear and convincing. There is a 
requirement of the defendant's ability to comply and their willful refusal or failure to do 
so. The court in dicta explained that the defendant could not be in contempt unless they 
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had the "ability to comply" with the court's order and then refused to do so. The matter 
was reversed and remanded. 
Here, Plaintiffs Ticona were unable to comply with the trial court's order to appear 
for IMEs and depositions. Defendant and the trial court do not dispute this position. The 
trial court should be reversed for imposing a sanction on conduct with which Plaintiffs 
are unable to comply. Plaintiffs Ticona have offered a reasonable excuse for their failure 
to comply with the discovery orders of the trial court. 
In Meadow Fresh Farms v. Utah State Univ.. 813 P.2d 1216 (Utah App. 1991), the 
court used an analysis like the one in the contempt setting in Salzetti to decide that the 
case should not be dismissed with prejudice. It reasoned that the trial court had to look at 
the justifiable excuse in failing to move the case forward, look at the conduct of both 
parties, and the opportunity each has had to move the case forward and what they have 
done about it; "and most important, whether injustice may result from the dismissal." 813 
P.2datl044. 
Plaintiffs Ticona have not had an opportunity to move the case forward. They 
have served discovery requests. They completed written discovery early and tried to get a 
trial date before they were deported. But they were prevented from attending their IMEs 
and depositions. They will suffer extreme prejudice if their case is dismissed with 
prejudice. They will be unable to recover their special medicals of over $20,000, as well 
as pain and suffering for their injuries. If their case is dismissed with prejudice, they may 
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justifiable excuse is to be determined by considering more factors than merely the length 
of time since the suit was filed. Some consideration should be given to the conduct of 
both parties, and to the opportunity each has had to move the case forward and what they 
have done about it; and also what difficulty or prejudice may have been caused to the 
other side; and most important, whether injustice may result from the dismissal. 544 P.2d 
at 878. 
Plaintiffs Ticona claim it is an abuse of discretion for the trial court to dismiss their 
lawsuit with prejudice. They are more frustrated than the trial court in their inability to 
return to the United States so they could complete this litigation. They should not be 
punished with the drastic, harsh remedy of a dismissal with prejudice because of the 
difficulties placed upon them by US Immigration. 
VII. Conclusion containing a Statement of the Relief sought 
The trial court abused its discretion in dismissing this cause of action with 
prejudice. It should be reversed and the matter remanded for a dismissal without 
prejudice. 
Respectfully submitted, 
S. Austin Johnson 
Attorney for Plaintiffs-Appellants Ticonas 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a copy of the Opening Brief of Plaintiffs-Appellants Ticonas on 
Appeal was mailed from Orem. \' I on this lj£_ day of August, 2002, by U.S. Mail, in a 
properly addressed envelope to .'an.' i«v<icher. Esq , 10 West 100 South, Suite 500, Salt 
Lake City, Utah 84101. 
Addendum 
i *j 
Fourth Jur in\Q££-0/ 
of Utah Cou.„, otc-.i -
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
Agustin Ticona, Ana Ticona, and : 
Jose Ticona, 
Plaintiffs : Ruling and Order 
vs.
 % : Date: October 30,2001 
Robert L. Taylor, : Case Number. 990401276 
Defendant : Division V: Judge James R Taylor 
This matter comes before the Court upon the request of the Defendant for execution of an 
order reflecting the Ruling of this Court issued on October 9, 2001 and, also, upon the Motion of 
the Plaintiffs to reconsider that Ruling This case commenced on April 14, 1999 when the 
Plaintiffs filed a complaint alleging that the Defendant had injured them by acting negligently. No 
proof of service is in the file although an answer was filed on behalf of the Defendant on July 13, 
1999. The Plaintiffs filed a certificate of readiness for trial on October 83 1999 and, in accordance 
with Rule 4-510, Rules of Judicial Administration, the case was referred for mediation In March, 
2000, at the request of the Plaintiffs, the order of mediation was deferred and counsel were 
ordered to conduct a discovery conference and submit a stipulated case management order within 
30 days. No order was prepared or submitted and, on June 6, 2000, the case was called on an 
order to show cause why it should not be dismissed for failure to prosecute. Counsel appeared 
and a discovery schedule was implemented Discovery deadlines were extended by stipulation on 
November 8, 2000. In March the Plaintiff filed a motion for summary judgment because the 
Page 1 of 3 
A hearing on the motion was conducted in June, 2001. Counsel for the Plaintiffs asked for time 
% wiin the discovery schedule and requests of the Defendant. An Order was signed on 
J '--^qphediii.--. - M I - ' . • • ' - - . • v ! . ' - - * x n', - - ^ 
did'not appear as scheduled, wnich le^d to tnc ruling ot 'Jctobe KJ. 2001 I'hc Plainul:^ now ask 
'f.r aJditio-./'ti me to pi oseci ite th is case. 
The Court is mindful of the difficulties the Plaintiffs have had with the immigration laws. 
In successive sentences counsel notes the rest! ictions and benefits of the laws and constitution of 
this cvjntrv Nevertheless, the Defendant has rights that must be considered, as well This 
allegation was first made in a formal pleading 30 months ago. During all of that time the stress 
I foi damage ,s ha s conl e . v ntinued 
on a number of occasions to accommodate the Plaintiffs The Plaintiffs were deported nearly a 
year oiler iiiing this complaint u .;> UMUU i» = u- the delay at the feet of the United States 
Congress, the Department of Immigration and Naturalization oi the Defendant The motion to : 
BED f% 
reconsider is denied. The Court will sign the order as prepared ^ v^,|gi8^Efe^the Defendant 
. . • • , • • • • . - ^ ^ ° ^
f ! ^ ¥ T m ^ 
..v li i ::::l:i is a final disposition c f th is mattei in this Coui t. :y*$4 f ^ .f* 
• " ^ ^ m:;:,r"" 
Dated this 30th day of0ctober, 2010i|j 
Judge James R _ 
Fourth Judicial Distrfct&B! 
A certificate of mailing is on the following page. 
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Ticona v. Taylor 990401276 Ruling 10/30/01 
Copies of this Order mailed to: 
Counsel for the Plaintiff 
S. Austin Johnson 
P.O. Box 970880 
Orem, Utah 84097-0880 
Counsel for the Defendant: 
Jaryl L. Rencher 
Crandall Building, Fifth Floor 
10 West 100 South 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
i jiay of . 2001. Mailed th sr^V d
 J 2001, postage pre-paid as noted above. 
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JaryLL. Rencher#4903 
EPPERSON & RENCKER, PC 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Crandali Building Fifth Fioor 
10 West 100 South 
Salt Lake City, UT S4i0i 
Telephone: fg03 • 9S3-9£i)0 
Fourth Judicio! n;o?n r t 
of Utah Cot ^i uourt 
^nry, btatg of Utah 
/() * / / .iiO, 
L H . 
. ' , . ) . . 
THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
AGUSTLN TICONA, ANA TICONA, and 
JOSE TICONA, 
Plaintiffs, 
ROBFP 
Defendant. 
) ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT'S 
) M OTI ON TO DISMISS WITH 
) PREJUDICE, GRANTING 
) DEFENDANT'S MOTION' l 0 
) WITHDRAWAL MOTION TO 
) EXTEND TIME FOR DISCO VERY 
) AND DENYING PLAINTIFF'S 
j MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE 
) Civil No. 990401276 
) Judg e Ray Hardi ng, Sr. 
i'his mailer Limit' beiore the Court upon the renewed request of the Defendant for 
Summary Judgment. The motion was made previously but not ruled upon as (he Plaintiffs were, 
instead, ordered to be present at a time scheduled through their counsel for deposition and 
independent medical examination. The Plaintiffs faded b ) appea i as ordered and have failed to 
take other reasonable action to allow this litigation to proceed. No opposition to this motion was 
filec 1 
•' Now, therefore, it is hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED: 
1. The Plaintiff's Motion for Continuance is hereby DENIED. 
0 The Defendant's Motion to Withdraw Motion to Extend Discovery is 
GRANTED. 
3. The Defendant's Motion to Dismiss With prejudice for Plaintiffs' failure to 
comply with the Court's order is GRANTED. 
4. All of Plaintiffs' claims or potential claims in this case arc hereby DISMISSED 
WITH PREJUDICE. 
DATED this ,V> day of October 2001. 
MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that on the day of October, 20011 caused to be delivered by the 
method indicated below, a true and correct copy of the attached and foregoing ORDER ON 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS WITH PREJUDICE AND PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE to the following: 
1/ 
VIA FACSIMILE 
VIA HAND DELIVERY 
VIA U.S. MALL 
VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 
S. Austin Johnson 
Bradford, Brady & Johnson 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
389 North University Avenue 
Provo,UT 84601 
\ DA It 
G ULR Filei\Ticona v. Taylor\PlcjduigsWdertodisraisswuhprejudice wpd 
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
Agustin Ticona, Ana Ticona, : 
and Jose Ticona 
Plaintiffs : Ruling 
vs. : Date: October 9,2001 
Robert L. Taylor, : Case Number: 990401276 
Defendant : Division V Judge James R Taylor 
This matter comes before the Court upon the renewed request of the Defendant for 
summary judgment. The motion was made previously but not ruled upon as the Plaintiffs were, 
instead, ordered to be present at a time scheduled through their counsel for deposition and 
independent medical examination. The Plaintiffs have now failed to appear as ordered and have 
failed to take other reasonable action to allow this litigation to proceed. No opposition to this 
motion has been filed. The Plaintiffs motion for continuance is denied. The Defendant's motion 
to withdraw motion to extend discovery is granted. Defendant's motion to disniiss with prejudice 
for failure to comply with the Court's order is granted. Counsel for the Defendant is directed to 
prepare an appropriate order in accordance with the Rules of Judicial Administr^Qlj.
 ip: 
Dated this 9th day of October, 200^ r T si* , S ^ ^ ^ ^ & , 
{ \ / V JP\J *5ik£*WJ¥£ 
Judge Ja,mesR Taylor 
Fourth Judicial Distnct Court. 
A certificate of m&iihig is on the following page. 
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Ticona v. Taylor 990401276 Ruling 10/9/01 
Copies of this Order mailed to: 
Counsel for the Plaintiff: 
S. Austin Johnson 
204 East 860 South 
P.O. Box 970880 
Orem, Utah 84097-0880 
Counsel for the Defendant: 
Jaryl L. Rencher 
Crandall Building Fifth Floor 
10 West 100 South 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Mailed this [Q day of OCX 2001, postage pre-paid as noted above. 
Coui^Clerk 
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S Austin Johnson (5179) 
JOHNSON LAW FIRM 
PO Box 970880 
Orem, UT 84097-0880 
(801) 426-9000 
fax, (801) 426-7733 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
AGUSTIN TICONA, ANA TICONA, 
and JOSE TICONA, 
Plaintiffs), 
Vb 
ROBERTL TAYLOR, 
Defendant(s) 
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND 
AUTHORITY IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 
Civil No 990401276 
Judge TAYLOR 
Comes now S Austin Johnson, counsel for Plaintiffs and hereby submits this 
memorandum in support of Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider this Court's dismiss with piejudice, 
filed October 9, 2001 
Tms court granted the motion for summary judgment because Plaintiffs were unable to 
appear for their independent medical exams and depositions, preventing defendant from 
preparing 10 defend in tins matter When Plaintiffs vsere unable to appear, then counsel, the 
undersigned, servea a >s otice of Nonappearance and fileo a motion ioi extension of time with the 
Couit Defendant's counsel had also requested until December 31, 2001, to complete discovery 
and counsel for Plaintiff concurred in his request Counsel for Defendant also renewed his 
motion for summaiy judgment oecause Plaintiffs were unavailable for their IME's and 
file No 3148 02 
depositions. Plaintiffs motion for extension of time with the notice of nonappearance should 
have prevented summary judgment in this matter Regardless, Plaintiffs, in the motion to 
reconsider, have explained how Plaintiffs were not at fault in failing to appear for the discovery, 
but the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service has prevented them from returning to the 
United States 
Rule 37, Ut Civ Proc , provides the Court with authority to impose sanctions in pending 
cases for a party's failure to comply with court oiders But the rule provides that the court "may 
make such orders in regard to the failuie as are just" Id., (b)(2) It is unjust in this situation for 
the Plaintiffs to lose their opportunity to recover compensation for their injuries when they are 
taking all steps to comply with the court's order Plaintiffs request that this Court either stay this 
matter or dismiss it without prejudice The matter could be stayed for 90 days Plaintiffs Mr. 
and Mrs Ticona have a pending application for lawful permanent resident status that should be 
decided within the nex; thirty days This visa will allow the parents to return to the United 
States A copy of the Notice from INS is attached to the motion for reconsideration If the Court 
choses not to stay this matter, then it should be dismissed without prejudice The trial court has 
discretion to dismiss an action without prejudice wheie information sought through discoveiy is 
not readily available R M Leasing Corp v Murray First Thrift & Loan Co , 534 P 2d 1244 
(Ut 1975) There are circumstances where a delay m discovery is justified and sanctions against 
the offending party arc not appropriate For example difficulty in locaLng iecords excused the 
failure to comply wnh a discovery order Tcere v Tcece 715 P 2d 106 (Ut 1986) Plaintiffs 
diligem effort to try to reenter the United States so they could conlmuc with then cause of action 
should justify their absence and excuse them h om sanctions, especially from one so drastic as 
dismissal with picjudice 
It may be an abuse of discretion for the trial court to dismiss a matter under the some 
circumstances. Carmen v Slavens. 546 P.2d 601 (lit 1976) The Plaintiffs efforts to return to 
this country have been thwarted by a power beyond their own They will soon be able to return 
but they should have an opportunity to continue with their litigation upon their return It would 
be an abuse of discretion undei these circumstances for the Court to dismiss this matter with 
prejudice 
Wherefore, Plaintiffs pray that this Court stay this matter for 90 days, or, in the 
alternative, dismiss it without prejudice 
Respectfully submitted, 
Austin Johnson 
Counsel for Plaintiffs 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that I mailed a copy of this document from Orem, Utah, by U.S. mail on 
his / ^ d a y of October, 2001, in an envelope properly addressed to 
Jaryl Rencher, Esq , 
10 West 100 South, #Suite 500 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Secretary. 
S Austin Johnson (5179) 
JOHNSON LAW FIRM 
P O Box 970880 
Orem. UT 84097-0880 
(80lj4?:6-9000 
faxf (801) 426-7733 
m THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
AGUSTIN TICONA, ANA TICONA, 
and JOSE TICONA, MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
Plaintiffs), DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE 
vs 
ROBERT L TAYLOR, Civil No 990401276 
Defendant(s) Judge TAYLOR 
COMES NOW S Austin Johnson on behalf of Plaintiffs, and hereby moves the Court to 
reconsider its ruling of October 9, 2001, and as grounds states. 
inis Court stated that "Plaintiffs have now failed to appeal as ordered and have failed to take 
other reasonable action to allow this litigation to proceed " This Court dismissed with prejudice this 
cause of action-for Plaintiffs' failure to comply with the Court's order This ruling punishes 
Plaintiffs for failing to allow this action to proceed Such a sanction presupposes that Plaintiffs had 
Dowertoialce some action and failed to do do This belief is erroneous This matter should be 
stayed or dismissed without prejudice because Plaintiffs have been precluded from going forward 
with this litigation 
Firtf *» Piaintiffi: have made great effort to be able to return to this country to proceed with 
their imeation-ane nconas came into the country seeking political asylum Their former counsel 
failed .torfile certain documents on time and they were ordered to leave the United States aftei their 
File No 3148 02 
asylum claim was denied The undersigned assisted them so they could stay in this country by filing 
a request tor stay of deportation. See letter to S Branch, dated 2/23/00. The undersigned also filed 
a motion with the Board of Immigration Appeals to reopen and set aside the order of deportation 
because Mr. And Mrs. Ticona had a right to become lawful permanent residents in the United States 
through their daughter. See attached motion to BIA. These requests were denied and the Ticonas 
were deported to Peru in about May 2000 
Next, the daughter completed her U.S. citizenship and was sworn in in July 2000. Now she 
had the right to bring her parents back as lawful permanent residents But the U.S Embassy 
penalizes anyone who was in the United States foi more than one year without permission by barring 
them from returning for ten yeai s The Ticonas asked foi a waiver of this penalty in November 2000. 
Attached is a copy of my cover letter sending the w alver request to the Ticonas to file with the U.S. 
Embassy in Peru. The Embassy denied these requests 
The undersigned also tried to get permission from INS in Suit Lake City to allow the Ticonas 
to re-enter after having been deported. 1 sen; the application and letter to INS on April 6,2001, and 
followed up with letters dated May 16,2001. This office of INS, still to date, has failed to respond 
to tliis request But I did receive verbal instructions from the INS officer tb.it I could file for Parole 
with INS in Laredp, Texas, to allow the family to return 
The unacrsignec! sent the application for parole by the end of Jul} 2001. Unfortunately, INS 
lias denied ihis request. INS, by mid-summer 2001, moved this office for processing parole from 
Laredo, TX to Washington, D.C. Attached are the recent responses received fi om INS denying the 
parole request. 
Lastly^Mr and Mrs Ticona have a petition filed by their J.S citizen daughter to bring them 
ras immediate relatives. This petition should berdecided within a short time and then they will be able 
to try again to get the waiver of the ten year penalty from the U S Embassy Then they could return 
to the United States to finish up their lawsuit 
Plaintiffs have been precluded from pursuing their rights because of the barriers placed by 
U S Law on their return to this country It is a deprivation of their constitutionally protected 
property right to deprive them of this opportunity to obtain compensation for their injuries suffered 
here This court should stay this matter until the family is able to return to the United States, or, in 
the alternative, dismiss this matter without prejudice 
Wherefore, Counsel for Plaintiffs pray that tins matter be stayed pending the retuin of the 
Ticonas to the United States, or, in the alternative, be dismissed without prejudice 
Respectfully submitted, 
S Austin Johnson 
Counsel for Plaintiffs Ticona 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a copy of this motion was sent by U S mail from Orem, Utah, 
to JarylRencher,Esq., to 10 West 100 South, Salt Lake City, UT 84101, on this / ? day of October, 
2001 
S$eretd^> 
J W X X J L N O W I N 1-J/-\V\' 1 JULV1VJ. 
204 East 860 SoutJi 
(Near Oran Blvd ) 
lumbvrry Plaza 
Orem, Utah 84058 
S Austin Johnson 
Attorney at Losr 
February 23, 2000 
Steve Branch 
Officer in Charge 
U. S, Department of Justice 
Immigration and Naturalization Service 
5272 S College Dr, Suite 100 
Salt Lake City, UT 84123 
RE- Agustin C. Ticona, A93-273-582 
AnaE. Ticona, A70-567-247 
and Jose Ticona, A70-567-250 
uearMr Branch. 
Please be advised I represent the Ticuiia Family Enclosed find my G-28, Entry of 
Appearance I hereby file form 1-246, Application for Stay of Deportation and the filing fee of 
$155 dollars. I am also writing to request extended voluntary departure A copy of the Ticona's 
I-94s and passports are enclosed 
I understand that you, in your discretion, may grant extended voluntary departure, which 
had been previously granted by the Immigration Judge and the Board of Immigration Appeals 
My client has three reasons for asking for this sla} of deportation I understand that German 
Flores, former counsel for the Ticonas, may have spoken with your office concerning these 
issues The first reason for the request for the stay of deportation is that the daughter of the 
Ticonas is scheduled for her U S citizenship inters icv. and examination on March 8, 2000. 
Enclosed is the Notice of Action with the appointment I understand siric should shortly receive 
her citizenship after that interview Her naturalization will allow Mr and Mrs Ticona to become 
immediate relatives. Upon the date of Naturalization, Ms Rivera v ill file a valid VISA petition 
giving immediate relative status to her parents Tne Ticona,* immediate relative status should be 
appro\ ed on that same date as the date of naturalize. iiG.i 8CFR cect'o/ 204 2(I)(3) 
The second reason for the Stay of Deportation ,s to al1ovv a Motion to Reopen the 
deportation,pioceeding to be filed 
PO Box 970880 
Oram, Utah 84097-0880 
Tel (801)426-7900 
Fax (801) 426-7733 
Nelda P. Johnson 
Paralegal 
_ ~.~ww., ^ VWA.. vxa^vuio IUI ui^  ~> v^ nuuii nab neiu inu a motion to reopen 
should be granted based on a wife's naturalization after a deportation hearing and an immediate 
relative status being available. Approval of the VISA petition made the spouse immediately 
eligible for a VISA This evidence was sufficient basis for the Board of Immigration Appeals to 
have to reopen a deportation proceeding. See Wellington vs. INS, 108 F.3d 631 (5th Cir.1997). 
Furthermore when an alien has an unresolved substantial claim to stay in the United States, a 
motion to reopen snould be granted. See Zachorakis vs Howerton, 517 F. Supp. 1026 (SD Fl 
1981). This deportation proceeding will be reopened because of the availability of the immediate 
relative petition for the parents. The Ticonas will file their application for Adjustment of Status, 
Form 1-485, in that proceeding as required by 8 C.F.R 24 502 (a)(i). 
In addition this letter requests that you extend the voluntary departure time granted by the 
immigration judge or the board of immigration appeals This request is pursuant to operating 
Instruction 244.4. This extended voluntary departure request is for eight months This should be 
sufficient time for the Ticonas to move to reopen the Immigration Court deportation proceeding 
and allow the immigration judge to adjudicate their request for adjustment of status Finally, this 
extended voluntary departure will allow completion of the Immediate Relative status for the 
Ticonas and completion of their civil litigation They sustained serious injuries in May of 1998. 
This matter should be scheduled for trial within the next three months. I understand that the 
Ticonas should be able to leceive a discretionary parole into the United States just for purposes 
of this litigation, INA, Section 212 (d)(5)(A). I am hopeful that they could avoid the expense of 
having to leave the country and reenter to attend that trial because of the fact that they are here 
and that they do have that immediate relative status so close to being available. 
With regard to Jose Ticona, the stay of deportation and extended voluntary departure are 
requested because he is waiting for a mission call to serve the Mormon Church for 2 years. He 
may leave the country, or be called to serve in the U.S. if the later, he would take all steps 
necessary to obtain an R-l Visa Please allow him your discretionary relief so he would be free 
to serve wherever the prophet may call him to serve 
Third and finally, this stay of deportation is requested so the Ticonas may complete 
litigation for injuries they suffered in a car accident Thank you beforehand for your favorable 
action n this request. Please advise if additional imbrmaiion is needed for your favorable action 
Sincerely, 
S Austin Johnson 
SAJ.ng 
cc^Ticona Family 
vGenr,ariFlores, Esq 
s: Austin Johnson, Esq. (Utah Bar #5179) 
204 Easf 860 South 
P.O. Box 970880 " 
Orem; Utah 84097-0880 
'(801) 426-7900 
fax*(801) 426-7733 
Attorney for Ticona Family 
EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR IMMIGRATION REVIEW 
BOARD OF IMMIGRATION APPEALS 
In the Matter of 
Augustin TICONA 
Ana TICONA 
Jose TICONA, 
Applicants. 
Motion to Reopen Deportation 
and to Remand to Immigration Court 
A#: 093273582: 
070567247 
070567250 
Domicile: Orem, Utah 
UUivOJbib INU w b. Austin Joiinson, Attorney ior Augustin licona, Ana licona and Jose 
Ticoha^and Hereby requests the Board of Immigration Appeals to reopen the above matter, stay 
anv order of deportation, and remana me inauer to me immigrauon <^ oun ior aiscreiionaiy rener 
and adjustment of status.. In support of this motion, Applicants state: 
i. The Txonas now have more than 10 years in the United States of America. They 
.are entitled 10 the discretionary relief of Cancellation oi Removal, and adjustment of status. Mrs. 
:Ticona'entered the United Slates on September iv9 lysis; Mr. ncona entered the United States 
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on May 6, 1989; and their son, Jose, entered the United States on December 22, 1989. Their 
claim for political asylum was denied on August 12, 1999. They have an illegal presence in this 
country of more than 10 years and are eligible for Cancellation of Removal. 
2. Mr. and Mrs. Ticona have a daughter and sister heie that makes them eligible for 
their claim for cancellation of removal. Mariana Rivera has lived with them, is dependent on 
their counsel and support, and would suffer an extraordinary and extremely unusual hardship if 
her parents and brother were deported. She is a lawful permanent resident and is waiting for her 
Naturalization, which is scheduled for May 30, 20QQ 
3. The Motion to Reopen should be granted to allow an alien to apply for adjustment 
of status under INA §245 [8 USCA §1255] where the grounds for such application did not exist 
at the time of the original deportation proceeding, or where an alien previously denied adjustment 
seeks to introduce new evidence not previously available. 
Counsel admits that the Adjustment of Status application is not yet filed and the 
requirements of 8 CFR §3.2(c)(1), instmct that the application should be filed with the motion to 
reopen; but, the strict regulatory requirement should not be required because of the strong claim 
Ton Cancellation of Removal and because the right to file for the Adjustment of Status is so 
imminent. Also. INS District counsel in Denver has been requested to concur in this motion and 
it may do so 
The Ninth Circuit has observed that pursuant to In re Arthur, I & N Interim Dec No 
3173 (1992,v BIA), the BIA will exeicise its discretion in determining whether to reopen a 
•.deportation proceeding based on an alien's motion showing a marriage to a U.S citizen and an 
'aBDiication tor admstment of status and a visa. Likewise, the court, in its discretion should 
-2* 
reopen this matter to allow the application for adjustment of status based on immediate relative 
status, which is imminent. 
A. The United States Court of Appeals for the 5th Cii cuit held in Wellington 
vs INS. 108 F.3d 631 (5th Cir. 1997), that a motion to reopen should be granted based on a 
wife's naturalization after a deportation hearing and an immediate relative status being available. 
Approval of the VISA petition made the spouse immediately eligible for a VISA This evidence 
required the Board of Immigration Appeals to to reopen a deportation proceeding Furthermore, 
when an alien has an unresolved substantial claim to stay in the United States, a motion to reopen 
should be granted See Zachorakis vs Howerton, 517 F. Supp 1026 (SD Fl 1981) 
B This deportation proceeding should be reopened because the Ticonas have 
a valid claim for Cancellation of Removal based upon their continued presence in the United 
States of more than 10 years, and because of the availability of the immediate relative petition for 
the parents. The Ticonas will file their application for Adjustment of Status, Form 1-485, in the 
Immigration Court as soon as this matter is remanded for farther proceedings 
4 The Ticonas' daughter, Manama Rivera, will soon become a U S citizen. She had 
her naturalization interview on March 8, 2000 But INS continued it to May 30, 2000, because it 
felt she needed one more document She was asked to show documentation of no outstanding 
criminal eiiarges in South Carolina whcie she had lived She provided on March 8 a letter from 
the Sheriffs office that said she had no record. 3uc INS i ejected the letter and required more 
information. Ms. Rivera sent, on March 24, 2000, a letter requesting a formal criiiiinal history 
background ciiecK from South Carolina She has no criminal record The search will confiim die earhei 
-3-
letter She wJl be a U S citizen and then she will file ihc immediate iclaiivw, petitioii for Ler parents 
Enclosed as Exhibit A is a copy of documents related to her naturalization 
5 The Ticonas face imminent deportation INS in Salt Lake City, UT informed them just 
five business days before they are supposed to leave, that they should leave by May 1,2000 Counsel 
requested a discretionary stay of deportation, winch was denied Apul 21,2000 (even though the letter was 
dated March 21,2000) Counsel has requested that the INS office reconsidei the demal of the 
discretionary stay of deportation Attached as Exhibit R find the correspondence with the INS office in 
Salt Lake City, UT 
6 The undersigned has contacted INS Assistant District Counsel by mail to request their 
concurrence in this motion 
7 This Court should grant a temporary stav of deportation 
Wherefore, Counsel for Ticonas prays that tins Couit sot aside the oider of deportation, reopen and 
consider a petition for Cancellation of Remo\ al, permit the Ticonas to seek discretionary relief, and stay 
the pending deportation 
Respectfull\ submitted, 
S Austin Johnson 
Attorney for Ticonas 
I hereby certify that a copy of 
this pleading was sent by UPS Next Day 
Air, from Provo, Utah 
en this day of May, 2000, 
to the following address 
« % 
INS District Counsel 
4730 Pans Street 
Denver, Colorado 80239 
Cecilia Zambrano, Legal Secretary 
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204 East SCO Sottth 
(hearOjanLt\d) 
7 W7it>err}> Plaza 
Orem. UtaJ S4058 
S Austin. Johnson 
Attorney at Law 
Noviembre 14, 2000 
Famiiia Ticona 
Calle Andalucia 
Manzana M, Lot 6 Apt #301 
Urb Mayorazgo 4ta Etapa 
ATE Lima, Peru 
Estimada Famiiia Ticona 
Adjunto encontraran los documentos firmados que ustedes nos cnviaron la semana 
pasada Necesitan llevar estos documentos al consulado y hacer cita paia una entrevista con 
ellos Esperamos que todo este bien con ustedes y les queremos hacer saber que estamos 
haciendo todo lo mas rapido que podemos Gracias por su atencion a este caso 
Sincerely, 
S Austin Johnson 
SAJjhp 
Encl 
PO Box9708S0 
Ofun, UT 84097-0880 
Tel (801)426-7900 
Fax (HOI) 426-7733 
Nolda P Johnson 
CC 
201 Easl 860 South 
(Near Orem Blvd.) 
Turnbeny Plaza " 
Orem, Lfai/i S405tf 
S. Aus ta Johnson 
Attorney at Law 
April 275 2000 
George Robertson 
Acting Officer in Charge 
U. S Department of Justice 
Immigration and Naturalization Service 
5272 S. College Dr., Suite 100 
Salt Lake City, UT 84123 
RE AgustinC Ticona, A093273582 
Ana E. Ticona, A070567247 
and Jose Ticona, A070567250 
Dear Mr Robertson 
I was very displeased when I ieceived youi letier denying a discretionary stay of 
deportation, or voluntary departure TO my clients You apparently denied this relief on March 21, 
2000, and you so dated your letter But the envelope m which the letter was sent to my client is 
postmarked by the U.S. Postal Service, April 21, 2000 Your letter instructs them to leave the 
U.S., pursuant to the oider of deportation, by May 1, 2000 You only gave them five (5) business 
days from when they received the certified letter to leave the country. This demand totally 
ignores the fact that they have been m the country for over ten years, they have established their 
home here, they have debts to pay, property to dispos^ of, and litigation to conclude I hereby 
request that you reconsider \ our denial of the temporarv stay of deportation, and give my clients 
four montiis to anange their affairs so they may iea\ c and not cause serious harm to their 
creditors in the United States 
First, you denied the relief requested because my clients have not filed a Motion to 
Reopen in their deportation proceeding. Enclosed find a copy of the Motion to Reopen that is 
being Sled this same day I am sending with th.o let te* pa > ment In the amount of $ 110.00, with 
the original Motion to Reopen Please have th:> motion wTee-ed in" by your office, return the 
receipt to me, and ieturn the motion with the date s:amp on it I wJl then send it on to the Board 
of Immigration Appeals Please note that this notion includes a lequest for a stay of deportation 
to thefBoard&of Immigration Appeals M> clients should Lave their case reopened with the court 
because they are now entitled to pursue a claim for c-nceU Jon of removal based on more than 
10 years physical piesence in the United States Als ,^ the mother and fatiier will be able to adjust 
their status as immediate relaiives of a U.S. citizen during the duration of that proceeding 
Second, you denied the discretionary stay cf deportation because you did not have 
evidence of tiie gravity of the Ticonas' civil litigation * pieviously sent you about 100 pages to 
P.O. Box 970880 
Of em Utah 84097-0880 
Id (801)426-7900 
Fax (801) 426-7733 
Nolda P. Johnson 
Paralegal 
Liidjbnly Vi have been paid The Ltigation will be going to trial withu four months Enclosed 
find a scheduling order in this matter I proposed tils schedule to the insurance company's 
counsel, as shown by the fax page, dated 3/7/00 But he did not impend The tricil judge has set 
an Order to Show Cause hearing for June 6, 2C00, to set a schedule and to see why the opposing 
counsel did nof respond to this scheduling order. Also, enclosed find some litigation documents 
showing that the matter is ready for trial The list of witnesses provided by the insurance 
company attorney, Mr. Rencher, shows the Ticonas will be required to be here for trial They 
will be required to appear by subpoena, similar to those attached which are being used to obtain 
all of their medical history Great effort has gone mto this litigation, the trial setting is imminent, 
and it would be extremely unjust to deprive the Ticonas of their right to recover compensation 
for theli injuries by deponing them at this time 
I hereby request that you reconsider your denial of the request for stay of deportation and 
giant the Ticonas four months to conclude matters in Utah before they be required to leave, 
pursuant to any deportation order 
Thank you for your favorable action on this request 
Sincerely, 
S Austin Johnson 
SAJ ng 
Enclosures 
cc Ticona Family 
E. Chase 
JOHNSON LAW FIRM 
204 East 860 South 
(Near Orem Blvd)j 
Turnberry Plaza « 
Orem!Utah 84058 
H. Austin Johnson 
Attorney at Law 
April 6, 2001 
Mark Titus 
Immigration Officer 
US INS 
5272 South College Dr, Suite 100 
Salt Lake City, UT 84123 
Re Ticona, Agustin, A70567247, Permission to Reenter US after Deportation, Fonns 1-212 
Ticona, Ana, A 70567247 
Ticona, Jose, A 70567250 
Dear Mr. Titus: 
1 am submitting documents affirming the extreme hardship to the U.S. citizen family member of 
the above aliens. These documents are submitted in support of Foim 1-212, filed September 25, 
20n0. Pursuant to our telephone conversation, enclosed find a letter from Mariana Rivera, the 
U.S. citizen daugliter and brother of the above aliens, and a letter from her doctor, Gary E. Cripe, 
PA-C. that describe the extreme hardship being suffered by the US citizen family members 
because of the deportation of the aliens. 
You may recall this family was deponed just weJcs before their daughter because a US citizen 
They have no criminal record and wu*e asylum applicants Their former attorney failed to pursue 
their timeiy appeal and for this reason they were subject to deportation Mariana and her US 
Citizen children need their family because of ihc ^motional stress caused by their absence, the 
group support she misses, and the financial burdens she has suffered These burdens have been 
extreme as stated in her letter. Please grant the 1-212 for eaJi of the family members 
Thank you for your attention to thi* matter. 
Sincerely 
S. Austin Johnson 
clients 
P.O Box 970380 
Orem, Utah 84097-0880 
Tel (SOI) 426-7900 
Fax (801) 426-7733 
Nolda P. Johnson 
Paralegal 
204 East 660 Soufi 
Cfeat Orendlvd) 
Turnbrny Plaza 
O-em. Utah 84053 
S Austin Johnson 
Attoivevct law 
May 16, 2001 
Mark Titus 
US INS 
5272 South College Drive, Suite 100 
Salt Lake City UT 84123 
RE* Ticonas^ Application for hardship 
Waiver of unlawful presence, form 1-601 
Dear Mark 
As I indicated by telephone I have not yet received a copy of your denial of the application of 
form 1-601, the Ticonas' hardship waiver of unlawful presence 
I am writing to provide you additional information in support of this hardship My clients, the 
Ticonas, incurred approximately $18,000.00 in medical expenses in treatment for injuries they 
have suffered in a car accident in 1997. The insurance company has been unwilling to pay those 
medical expenses or to compensate my clients for their injuries. This matter is in litigation. As a 
result of my clients' inability to return to the United States, the Defendant Counsel for the 
insurance company has moved to have the Ticonas' lawsuit thrown out of court Enclosed find a 
copy of the Motion for Summary Judgment and my response, and the Defendant's icply. The 
essence of these documents is that they claim that because the Ticonas are not able to come to the 
United States to be witnesses on their own behalf, then we cannot present the proof sufficient to 
support their cause of action and therefore the court should throw it out 
I believe that a section 212.5cl parole for humanitarian reasons should be applicable in this 
situation 
Please note that this possible outcome of the litigation will cause additional significant hardships 
to Mariana Rivera, the US Citizen child of the Ticonas Please remember that Ms Rivera moved 
into tne Ticonas' homo She is making the pa;, merits to maintain that m Dngage But if the 
Defendant is successful In getting this lawsuit dismissed, then the 518,000 00 in medical biUs 
will remain unpaid. Tne creditors, the treating doctors of the Ticonas, lien will also be able to 
get judgments for this full amount of the $1 r,000 00 against the Ticoiiub They then will proceed 
to foreclose against the Ticona home and tnereby deprive Mariana Rwcia, tne US citizen child, 
oi a Diace to nve The absence of the Ticonas causes many hardships tc Mariana Rivera 
PO Box 970830 
OWK, UT 84097-0880 
'id (801)426-7900 
Fax (301 j 126-7731 
Nolda P. Johnson 
wO the Urutcd States to coacluaj their lii^ation Tnaok }'ou for ya^. <JLen£ion to this mattei 
Sincerely 
S Austin Johnson 
SAJ.ks 
End as stated 
^Dictated but not read 
"20$Eastr8C0 Souu 
(Near'OremBhd) 
Turnbeny Plaza 
Orem, Utah 84058 
S. Austin Johnson 
Attorney al Law 
August 6, 2001 
District Director 
c/o American Embassy, Mexico City, Mexico 
PO Box 3087, Room 118 
Laredo TX 78044 
P£: Ticona Family 
Dear INS Officers: 
Please grant parole under (a)(12), for Public Interest, to the Ticona family They were in the US 
as asylum applicants Their attorney missed a deadline, subjecting them to deportation, which 
was executed. THEY MUST HAVE PAROLE BY AUGUST 26, 2001. 
They have a US Citizen daughter and sister here. But thz INT8 office in Salt Lake City has 
refused to grant the Waiver of Inadmissabiliiy and the Permission to re-enter after deportation. 
They had a court case pending in Utah when they were deponed The judge has grown 
impatient and has set some strict deadlines for the family to return and finish the case If they 
cannot return, the judge will dismiss their lawsuit, doctors' bills in excels of $18,000 will go 
unpaid, and the family will not be compensated for their injuries. Please grant one year of parole 
for them to finish this matter. 
Sincerely, 
S Austin Johnson 
SAJ 
Fnrl 
cc:rMariana Rivera 
P.O. Box 9703^0 
Orcu,UF 84097-0880 
Td (801) 426-7900 
Box (80!) 426-7733 
Nolda P. Johnson 
JL X l \ *. <TJU L \~s 
20 J East 860 South 
New OruvBl\J) 
2 arnbcrry Ploza 
6/c/7, Utah >405? 
S Austin Johnson 
Attorney at hi* 
P.O Box 970630 
Ore?n, UT 84097-0880 
Tel (SOI) 426-7900 
Fax (801) 426-7733 
Nolda P Johnson 
August 15, 2001 
Mariana Rivera 
1188 West 1420 South 
OremUT 84057 
Dear Mariana: 
Enclosed find the receipts we have received from INS regarding the 1-130 applications you 
submitted foi your parents They will take between ] 60 and 190 days to process We will notify 
you 2* soon as we receive any other news Please call us if you have any questions or concerns. 
Cordialmente, 
S. Austin Johnson 
SAJ ks 
Encl 
204 East 860 South 
(Near Or an Blvd) 
Tw" hi9rry Plaza 
Orem, Utah 84058 
S Austin Johnson 
Attorney at Inw 
August 17, 2001 
Familia Ticona 
Calle Andalucia 
Manzana M, Lot 6 Apt #301 
Urb. Mayorazgo 4ta Etapa 
ATE Lima, Peru 
Estimada Familia Ticona* 
Acijunto encontraran copias de los documentos que mandamos a Laredo, Texas Favor de 
llevar estes papeles al aeropuerto cuando viencn aqui a Utah Yo voy a estar en Los Angeles 
cuando Uegan. Nos pueden llamar si tienen alguna pregunta 
Sincerely, 
S. Austin Johnson 
SAJ: ks* 
Adjunto 
PO. Box 970880 
Grem, UT 84097-0880 
lei (801)426-7900 
Fax (801) 426-775$ 
Nolda P. Johnson 
J\S±JJL.^U\J±\ JUrXVt JL JLLVLYJL, 
204 East 860 Soutli 
(Near Orem Blvd) 
Tumberry Plaza 
Orem Utah 84058 
5 Austin Johnson 
Attorney at LAW 
August 30, 2001 
Farniha Ticona 
Calle Andalucia 
Manzana M, Lot 6 Apt #301 
Urb. Mayorazgo 4ta Etapa 
ATE Lima, Peru 
Estimada Familia Ticona 
Siento que todavia no les ha dado el pa so a los Estados Unidos la inmigracion Se que 
para Uds ha sido un aiio Ueno de ui'icultadei>, no solo por los problemas de salud, pero por lo 
emocional tambien So que han sufiido mucho estar en Peru sin su iaimiia 
Lastimadamente, la inmigracion no es como un mercado donde se puede ir y escoger lo 
que quiera Espero que entiendan que el tiempo perdido en esperar las respuestas de la 
inmigracion no refleja ningun motivo mio para retrasar el proceso La inmigracion simplemente 
no ha prestado atencion a su caso. 
He mandado otra carta a Laredo, Texas, pidiendo que nos haga el favor de comunicarse 
conmigo. Se que alguien hablo de alia con su yerao Jose, pero no dejaron telefono y no tenemos 
otra manera de poneraos en contacto con ellos Espero que ellos me hagan el favor de 
contestarme 
Disculpe que nos les he liamado recicntemente, no tengo nmguna novedad para contarles 
Ectamos en contacto Muchas gracias por su paciencia Espero vexlss pronto aqui en Utah 
Cordialmcnte, 
S Austin Johnson 
PO Box 970880 
Orem, UT 84097-0880 
Id (801)426-7900 
Fa+ (801) 426-7733 
Nelda P. Johnson 
SATks 
; ? ; ^ C r ^ ^ U-S' ^c;>aiiuiencoi msuce 
'vf^xY^/^' IiiuVii ,UKICK and Nairn Miction Sen ice 
120/17.1 
Parole cacUJnmanitanan Assistance Bianch 
Ininiigraiionand Naturah/xi;io:i Service 
4251 Sheet NW, Aun: UUdCO 3rd iloor 
Washington, DC 20536 
In icpl> refer to: 
October 09,2001 
1AO/4659/DAB 
Mr. S Austin Johnson 
Johnson Law Finn, P.C. 
204 EasiS60 South 
Orem,UT 84058 
Dear Mr. Johnson: 
Tins iesponds to your letter leceived at this office on October 03,2001 requesting a favoiable exercise of 
the Attorney Gcneial s parole authority on behalf of Agus'un C. Ticona. 
LIse of the Attorney Genera!'* parole aullioi lty is discretionary, justified on a case-by-case basis, and 
limited by law to include only those lequcsts that aic based upon urgent humanitarian reasons. Parole is 
not used to circumvent normal visa-issuing procedures or other remedies available within the law. 
Although the facts piesented are certainly unfortunate, they do not constitute circumstances that would 
place the applicant in an urgent humanitarian category. 
The Immigration and Natmalization Seivice is most sympathetic to the situation that exists. However, we 
are unable to grant this request. 
Sincerely, 
Senior Pui< )le Officer 
h b Dcpailmcnto Jusi .C 
Inimi^Jirn and 1\ HuiuiiAil on Seivice 
120/17 ] 
Paiol^ ond Humanitarian Assistance Bianch 
Inmugi ation and Nadu ahzation Service 
4251 Stieet NW, Attn ULLICO 3xd flooi 
Washmtton, DC 20536 
OcroUa 09,2001 
Mi S Austin Johnson 
204 East So0£>oulh 
Oicm,LTb4058 
Deai Mi Johnson 
Tins responds to youi lettei Received at this office onOctobei 03,2001 lequesting a favoiablc exeiuse oi 
the Attoine> Geneials paiole authonty onbehall of AnaTicona 
Use of the Attorney Gcnoial's paiole authonty is disci etionaiy, justified on a case-b\-ube baMo. and 
luiuted by law; to include only those lequests that aie based upon uigent human Italian leasons Pai ole is 
not ibed to cucuinvent nomial visa-issumgproceduies oi othei lemedies available within the law. 
Although the facts piesented aie cei tauily unfortunate, the) do not constitute ciicumstances that would 
place die applicant in an urgent humanitaiian category 
The Immigration and Naliiialization Sci vice is most sympathetic to the situation that exists Howevei, we 
aie unable to giant dns request 
amceieiy, 
Myia V Mooie 
Senioi Paiole Officer 
In icp]v icici to 
IAOAI560/MLT 
# » « 
# ? 
^&.&>' 
U S. Department of Justice U UK2*ZLT£L: 
Iminiguuion and Naturalization Service 
120/17.1 
Parole and Huniaiiiiarian Assistance Branch 
Iniiingianon and'Naluralizuiiou Service 
21251 Street NW, Attn: ULLICO 3id floor 
Washington, DC 20536 
October 09,2001 
M.\ S. Austin Johnson 
2G4*Easi 860 South 
Orem,UTS4058 
Dear Mi. Johnson: 
lii reply lcfci to: 
iAO/466l/MLT 
This [expends to youi letter iceen ol at tins office on Cuobei 03,2001 ie\ nesting a favorable excicisc of 
the Attorney General's paiole authority on behalf of Jo^e Ticona. 
Use of the Attorney Geneial's paiole authoiily is dbcietioiian. justified uu i case-by-case basis, and 
limited by law to include only those requests that are basal upon urgent humanitarian reasons. Parole is 
not used to circumvent normal visa-issuing procedures or other remedies available within the law. 
Although the facts presented aie ceitainly unfortunate, they do not constitute cJicumslances that would 
place the applicant in an urgent humanitarian category. 
The Immigration and Naturalization Service is most sympathetic to the silualion that exists. However, wc 
* aie.unable to giant this icquesl. 
Sincerely, 
-MyiuV Moore 
Sem or Parole'Ofiicer 
'.IIECEIPT NUMBERw'A :4/./"';r-:/ S /' ..-" ..'"' •'' 
> '-LINr'6lT:2i25>:55I '88// / , - ' > " ..-•• V " 
..CASKTYPE
 #.- x : L 3q .-' , -^IMMIGRANT^PETITION./FOR' RELATIVE,-;,.• 
•FIAI^CE'(E),/;,.CR/OR?IIAN V " ' • ' ' : ; ^ M / ^ ^ / ^ ' ^ / ' ^ ^ ^ 
RE CEIVED.PATEA>/*>v', / y ' / ,• 
A ;J4av>3^-2 0 p i ; # M ^ / -
.WUOIUTy»ATE -^ .PETITIONER ,-• 
RIVERA,; -MARIANA/R.•, > ' ' / • 
KOXJCKJJATE- y-y 
•:/./• /J/y ^y:yyyyy\ 
PAGE.- /•••/ 'BENEFICIARY. . - v
 w. 
• • • T I C O N A / - / A K A ' " ' E . 
-JOHNSON: s^AUSTIN >-- y y / / / / ' ,• 
-KOIINSON'IIAU 'FIRM'! ^  •' 
204*E*860.S TURNBERRY PLAZA 
OREM UT 84 05 8 
Notice-Type: Receipt "Notice /// • 
Amount received: $ 110.0 0 / ' •;.' 
Section: Parent of U.S. Citizen, 201(b) 
Tht. above application or^petitio) has seen received. It usually takes 160 to ISO days from the date of this receipt for 
us to procs ' thi . type of. c^c Please notify us immediately if any of the above information is incorrect. 
'',iQ WIIJL st,nd you a ,;ntten notice es soon as v/e make a decision en this case. You car. also use the phone number 
402-323-7330 to ootam case status information direct from our automated system 2*1 hours a day with a touch-tone phone 
a.id the receipt 'inber for Ln^c case (at the top of this notice). 
Tf \cu ha\e ot^ar questions aLout possible immigration benefits and services, filing information, or Immigration and 
Naturalization Service foims, please call the INS National Customer Service Center (NCSC) at 1-800-375-5283. If you are 
hcai^rc irpaired, please call our TDD at 1-800-767-1833. •
 t 
If you have access to the Internet, you can also visit the IMS at. wwv;.ins.usdoj.gov. Here you can find valuable 
information about forms ana filing instructions, and about general immigration services and benefits. At present, this' 
site does not provide case status mfcrrnation. ,•' 
• / 
Y\ * -"\":%*y - ,-
please see:'the-additiohaHnforma:ion,on the back: You Will be notified -separately "about any other cases'you filed... • 
I NEBRASKA/SERVICE-: CENTER '_• • . * . v :. • "... ,• ' , " / • • ' / . ' • / . - \ , ' •>;". >'\S/. / / . / /:/••/'/,••:''•••''[ 
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m mm ma y s y-: 
PIP! 
itr 
.- LIN-01<225-55327/ '/-<•- ^ <-.: '.,• -CASF-nTE—xi~3 ^~nTMMI(jRANT^PETIT
: iro 
FIANCE (E) ,-''OR'ORPHAN ••>'; ' . 
RECEIVED DATE y ,' / / / 
/May>3^:200lV /?/ / 
PRIORITY DATE .PETITIONER ,..••
 r .' . / 
RIVERA,' '.MARIANA ,R .'V *'y<y*//y'//yyy's' 
NOTICE DATE . .-- y > / / 
' J u l y , / 2 3 , '2 0 01-r/. / 
P A G E •• ;••• ,-' 
1 . o f / l "•'>:.: 
BENEFICIARY . _..-•' ..•• .. 
TICONA/'-'AGUSTIN C. 
• JOHNSON S'.AUSTIN-- ,' . ////;.• 
-'JOJNSON LAW .-FIRM / .' •''///'/ 
'204'E 860 S TURNBERRY PLAZA 
'oREM UT 84058 ' -' -
Notice Type: Receipt .-Notice -•-. / / 
Amount received: $. 110.00 
Section: Sister or brother of U.S. 
Citizen, 203(a)(4) INA 
The above application or petition has been received. It usually takes 160 to 190 days from the date of this receipt for 
us to process this type of case. Please notify us immediately if any of the above information is incorrect. 
We will send you a written notice as soon as we make a decision "on this case. You can also use the phone number 
402-323-7830 to obtain case status information direct'from our automated system 24 hours a day with a touch-tone phone 
and the receipt number for this case (at the top of this notice). 
If you have other questions about possible immigration benefits and services, filing information, or Immigration and 
Naturalization Service forms, please call the INS National Customer Service Center (NC3C) at 1-800-375-5283. if you are 
hearing impaired, please call our TDD at 1-800-767-1833. 
If you have access to the Internet, you can also visit the INS at www.ins.usdoj.gov. Here you can find valuable 
information about forms and filing instructions, and about general immigration services and benefits. At present, this ' 
site does not provide case status information. 
Please see the additional information on-the.back/'..You will.be notified separately.about any other cases you'filed.' ..-• 
^mBRI&KA*'SERVICE'-CENTER'/// /'// y/•:',••' \ • ' , ' • / • - •' •;' A- ':"•-•' -• :' // ///y,/,•'/,-' 
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